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Outdoor

Outdoor Chairs

Lucy

Breeze

Sky

The stackable Lucy chair is suitable for indoor

Stackable up to 4 high, the Breeze Chair is made

The Sky Chair is suitable for indoor and

or outdoor use. UV Stabilised polypropylene

from UV stabilised polypropylene reinforced with

outdoor commercial use. Made of UV stabilised

reinforced with glass fibre. Weather resistant.

glass fibres. Suits outdoor commercial use, it’s

polypropyelene with reinforced glass fibre.

CATAS tested.

available in a range of fun colours.

Weater resistant. CATAS tested.

450 W | 530 D | 450 H (mm)

500 W | 600 D | 450 H (mm)

540 W | 600 D | 450 H (mm)

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

Oska

Felix

Snow

Ares

Ares Stool

Breeze Stool

A stackable chair you’ll love to sit in? You’ve got it

Our Felix Chair will make a contemporary

The stackable Snow Chair is made from UV

The stackable Ares Chair is made from UV

The Ares stool is made from UV stabilised

The Breeze stool is made from UV stabilised

in one! Built to support the body, the Oska Chair

addition to any space. Designed to support the

stabilised polypropylene reinforced with glass

stabilised polypropylene reinforced with

polypropyelene reinforced with glass fibre.

polypropylene reinforced with glass fibre.

has a certain charm that makes meetings more

body, this chair is the perfect seating solution for

fibres. Suits outdoor commercial use, it’s

glass fibre. Suitable for indoor and outdoor

Suitable for indoor and outdoor commercial use,

Suitable for indoor and outdoor commercial use,

comfortable. MOQ 20.

classroom, libraries, offices and cafe areas. MOQ.

available in a range of colours.

commercial use. Matching table available.

it’s available in a range of colours.

it’s available in a range of fun colours.

430 W | 450 D | 450 H (mm)

430 W | 460 D | 450 H (mm)

520 W | 560 D | 470 H (mm)

475 W | 580 D | 550 H (mm)

480 W | 580 D | 750 H (mm)

440 W | 540 D | 650/750 H (mm)

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty
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Outdoor

Outdoor Tables

Sky Flip

Sky

The Sky Flip Table is suitable for light commercial

The Sky Table with matching chair is suitable for

use indoors or out. Polypropylene reinforced

light commercial use indoors or out. Polypropylene

with glass fibre. Weather resistant. UV stabilised.

reinforced with glass fibre. Weather resistant. UV.

Will not fade in direct sunlight.
700 W | 700 D | 740 H (mm)
600 W | 600 D | 740/1080 H (mm)

800 W | 800 D | 740 H (mm)

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

Air

Ares

The polypropylene Air table is suitable for indoor

The polypropylene Ares table is suitable for

and outdoor use. Matches Breeze chair.

indoor or shaded outdoor use. Matching chair
available. Weather resistant, semi UV stabilised.

800 W | 800 D | 725 H (mm)
1400 W | 800 D | 725 H (mm)

800 W | 800 D | 750 H (mm)

1800 W | 900 D | 725 H (mm)

1400 W | 800 D | 750 H (mm)

2 year warranty

5 year warranty
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Outdoor

Seating + Planters

Bill Mini

Bill Maxi

Ben

The Bill Planter is a self watering, UV resistant,

The Bill Planter is a self watering, UV resistant,

The Ben Planter is a self watering, UV resistant,

lightweight planter made from high quality plastic

lightweight planter made from high quality plastic

lightweight planter made from high quality plastic

with thermal protection. Available as a planter or

with thermal protection. Available as a planter or

with thermal protection. Available with or without

with plastic or upholstered seat.

with plastic seat.

top.

450 Ø | 460 H (mm)

995 Ø | 450 H (mm)

450 Ø | 460 H (mm)

1 year warranty

1 year warranty

1 year warranty

Bandit Stool

Bandit Table

Limbo

The Bandit setting is inspired by Australian rogue

The Bandit table is inspired by Australian rogue

The Limbo Bench combines fluidity and sculpture

Ned Kelly. Available in a wide range of vibrant

Ned Kelly. Perfect for outdoor use, its also a striking

that offers aesthetics as well as the comfort.

colours this stool features integrated hand holds

addition to breakout spaces.

Seats 4. Also available in Limo LED in a fixed
natural bright white glow or pulsed illuminates.

for lifting and stacking.
Small Table 700 W | 700 D | 480 H (mm)

Echuca Twin Rivers School

Kneeler Design

460 W | 460 D | 460 H (mm)

Large Table 750 W | 750 D | 725 H (mm)

2300 W | 770 D | 450 H (mm)

10 year warranty

10 year warranty

1 year warranty
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Cafe

Cafe Chairs

Frond

Rune Ply

Arnold

Our Frond Chair stands out from the crowd with

Looking for an occasional chair with all the

Our Arnold Guest Chair lets you furnish many

its clean lines and moulded plywood seat. Its

comfort of a waterfall front yet versatile enough

spaces, offering a warm aesthetic to create

durable steel frame makes this chair the perfect

to stack? Then look no further than the Rune

balance. Place Arnold anywhere to support

solution for libraries, canteens and art rooms.

Stacking Chair. Stacks up to 4 chairs high.

seated activities in a range of environments.

500 W | 530 D | 450 H (mm)

425 W | 540 D | 470 H (mm)

460 W | 510 D | 440 H (mm)

2 year warranty

5 year warranty

2 year warranty

Rune

Stax

Eve

Looking for an occasional chair with all the

The Stax really stacks up and stacks up high! A

Pull up a seat and get to it! Our shapely,

comfort of upholstery yet versatile enough

true multi purpose chair for wherever you need

stackable Eve Chair is perfect for breakout

to stack? Then look no further than the Rune

dense seating arrangements.

spaces, spare seating and casual get-togethers.
The durable seat and steel frame stack easily.

Stacking Chair. Stacks up to 4 chairs high.
425 W | 540 D | 470 H (mm)

450 W | 580 D | 430 H (mm)

470 W | 440 D | 450 H (mm)

5 year warranty

3 year warranty

3 year warranty
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Cafe

Cafe Chairs

Kurve

Leon

Tulsa

Our Kurve Guest Chair is the key to casual

Our Leon Chair really stacks up to the

The shape of the Tulsa Visitor Chair is

collaboration spaces, extra seating and break

competition with its clean lines and moulded

undoubtedly a winner with its modern lines yet

rooms. Durable molded plastic seat with a beech

seat. Update your existing chairs and see how

curvaceous design. Tulsa is the key to casual

wood frame.

Leon can transform the look of your space.

collaboration spaces and additional seating.

410 W | 450 D | 450 H (mm)

535 W | 520 D | 400 H (mm)

470 W | 470 D | 450 H (mm)

2 year warranty

2 year warranty

2 year warranty

Campus

Felix

Manley

Agora

Oska

Rod

Looking for a stacking chair that has classic

Our Felix Chair will make a contemporary

The Manley Chair features contemporary design

Our Agora Chair is just what the name suggests!

A stackable chair you’ll love to sit in? You’ve got it

Need a versatile stacking chair that can be used

appeal? Look no further than our Campus Chair.

addition to any space. Designed to support the

with a detailed upholstery feature, making it ideal

Ideal for collaboration spaces, extra seating, and

in one! Built to support the body, the Oska Chair

in almost any space? Then look no further than

This chair is a versatile piece that will flow with

body, this chair is the perfect seating solution for

for admin and reception areas.

staff rooms. It stacks up to eight chairs high.

has a certain charm that makes meetings more

the padded comfort of the Rod Chair. Stacks 10

any table in any space!

classroom, libraries, offices and cafe areas. MOQ.

Stacks 10 high. Also available with arms.

comfortable. MOQ 20.

high.

445 W | 540 D | 460 H (mm)

430 W | 460 D | 450 H (mm)

550 W | 600 D | 460 H (mm)

500 W | 500 D | 450 H (mm)

430 W | 450 D | 450 H (mm)

450 W | 550 D | 480 H (mm)

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

5 year warranty
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Cafe

Cafe Stools

Sway

Maruchi

The Sway Stool provides mobility and motion

The Maruchi Stool is stackable for engaging

for alternative seated postures. It lets you

interactions. Lightweight and scoochable, simply

stay active, engage and get ready for group

slide it to your work surface and get down to it!

interactions. Lightweight design. Anti-slip.

White powder coated steel frame.

330 Ø | 370 / 450 H (mm)

350 Ø | 490 H (mm)

440 W | 440 D | 460/ 660 /760 H (mm)

3 year warranty

3 year warranty

5 year warranty

Ardent

Ridge

Kayu

The Ardent Stool is different to the typically norm

The Ridge Stool is perfect for open seating

With a stylish Rubberwood seat with semi gloss

round or rectangular shaped top, this simple

arrangements, collaborative projects and teams

lacquer contrasted by a black rod frame, the Kayu

form has a slightly dipped oak seat floating above

well with the Habitat. Solid ash seat.

Stool is the perfect place to perch, be it in a STEM

Lyon
The industrial Lyon Stool will add a modern vibe
to any indoor setting. This stool will be the pride
of your spae with its ability to cater to individual
or group settings. Stackable.

space, meeting room, library or staff room.

a minimalist black steel frame.
350 W | 310 D | 490 H (mm)
490 W | 450 D | 650 H (mm)

390 W | 350 D | 680 or 780 H (mm)

420 W | 420 D | 675 H (mm)

3 year warranty

3 year warranty

7 year warranty
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Cafe

Cafe Stools

Agora

Ankara

Proform Graphics

Our Agora Stool is just what the name suggests!

The Ankara Bar Stool is designed at the ideal

Ergonomically designed for correct posture.

Ideal for event spaces, collaboration spaces,

height for seating at standing desks and tables.

Features splayed legs, a replaceable seat and

extra seating and staff rooms. With its high,

Ankara provides a comfortable place to sit and

waterfall front for improved comfort. Stackable

molded back you will always feel supported.

collaborate.

10 high.

550 W | 530 D | 770 H (mm)

500 W | 480 D | 700 H (mm)

410 W | 580 D | 650 H (mm)

5 year warranty

3 year warranty

7 year warranty

Rune

Prism

Arnold

Looking for a stool with all the comfort of

The Prism stool is shaped and contoured for

Our Arnold Stool lets you furnish many spaces,

upholstery with the versatility of being stackable?

comfort as well as a casual, friendly look with

offering a warm aesthetic to create balance. Put

Then look no further than the Rune stacking

minimalistic design. One of a kind stool.

Arnold anywhere and everywhere to support
seated activities in a variety of spaces.

stool.
400 W | 400 D | 450 H (mm)

Siena College

470 W | 585 D | 670 H (mm)

400 W | 400 D | 650 H (mm)

430 W | 470 D | 650/740 H (mm)

5 year warranty

5 year warranty

2 year warranty
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Cafe

Cafe Tables

iFlip Square / Rectangle

iFlip Round / Crescent

The iFlip Table is the perfect meeting table. The high

The iFlip Table is perfect for your STEM

quality folding table has a strong, easy to use iFlip

classroom or library space. The high quality

metal frame. Lockable wheels. Inter-stackable.

folding table has a strong, easy to use iFlip
metal frame. Lockable wheels. Inter-stackable.

1200 W | 1200 D | 720 H (mm)
1200 x 600 | 1500 x 750 | 1800 x 750 | 1800 x 900 | 720 H (mm)

1200 Ø | 720 H (mm)
write

write

7 year warranty

7 year warranty

Nemo

iDisc

iDisc Linea

iMove

Ideal for a casual meeting, cafe table or breakout

The iDisc Meeting Table is both classic and

The iDisc encompasses both classic and contemporary

iMove tables are supplied with a 4-way pedestal base

space, Nemo is sized just right for close

contemporary with its classic silhouette pedestal

elements with its classic silhouette complimented by a

with lockable wheels for ease of relocation. Durable 25

collaboration. Optional top and base colours.

base complimented with a contemporary top.

range of contemporary top finishes.

mm top.

600/800 Ø | 750 H (mm)

Round/Crescent*:

1200 W | 1200 D | 720 H (mm)

900 or 1200 Ø | 720 H (mm)

600 x 600 or 800 x 800 | 750 H (mm)

Square:1200 x 1200 or 1800 x 900 | 720 H (mm)

1800 W | 900 D | 720 H (mm)

1500/1800 W x 750/900 D | 720 H (mm)

900/1200 Ø | 720 H (mm)

write

write

2 year warranty

7 year warranty

7 year warranty

write

7 year warranty

* Crescent 1200 Ø only, hex also available
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Cafe

Cafe Benches

Shinto

Island

The Shinto Bench with its stylishly splayed legs

The standing height Island Bench promotes

is modern and durable and can be used as an

a healthy alternative to sitting and opens

individual bench or as a conference or meeting

communication lines for creative thinking. Options:

room table.

modesty panels | bookcases | tambour doors

1200 / 1500 / 1800 W | 750 D | 1050 H (mm)

2400 W | 1200 D | 1050 H (mm)

7 year structural warranty

5 year warranty

iFlip

Prism

Now you see it... now you don’t! The iFlip

The Prism Bar Table encompasses a minimalistic,

Standing Table’s release and easy roll castors

lightweight design that is deceptively heavy duty.

make it simple to set up and easy to fold away.

Suits small spaces and modern design. Matching
Prism Sool also available.

1500 W | 750 / 900 D | 910 H (mm)
1800 W | 750 / 900 D | 910 H (mm)

470 W | 470 D | 1025 H (mm)

write

7 year structural warranty

5 year warranty
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